Experience and Support Report

The purpose of this report is twofold: to give the instructor and your advisor a context in which to evaluate your work and to assist you in identifying both the previous efforts that form the foundation for your proposed 601 project and the related efforts (accomplished by yourself and others) that differ from your project. The questions your report should answer include:

How are you building on your own work?

- Describe how this 601 project builds upon previous coursework.
- List courses, projects, assignments, products that you are using to complete this project that were also used in previous projects.

What is your humint or human intelligence source?

- Who is advising/helping with your project
- What assistance is each of these advisors providing?

How is your work different from that which others (including you) have done? Include an overview of your literature references.

- What are you doing that they did not do?
- What did they do that you are not doing?

Turn in

- Narrative description
- Graphic showing
  - relationship of your previous work to the current project
  - people with whom you have direct contact who are contributing to your project and their relationships to the project and each other
  - relationship of other related work

The part of this report that refers to other projects and published papers will feed into the background/related works section of Progress Report #1 and your final paper. Information about previous coursework and the assistance provided directly by your advisors does not, but is no less important.